SOLUTION OVERVIEW
Using data-driven technology to transform traditional rosters
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R E-I N V E N T I N G
THE ROSTER
Designed by healthcare professionals, for healthcare professionals. Rotageek is
a revolutionary rostering solution which goes beyond traditional rotas, helping
healthcare organisations save time, support self-rostering and create smart,
optimised rosters.

Digital scheduling
The core of Rotageek’s pioneering rostering solution is a cloud-based
platform that helps healthcare organisations create perfectly optimised
rosters across all staff – whether they are substantive, agency or bank.
With core features including custom shift patterns, pre-defined shifts,
drag-and-drop and powerful self-rostering capabilities, creating
flexible schedules for healthcare professionals has never been easier.

Reduce schedule-related admin by up to 80%
Compliant digital rotas, that can be scheduled
months in advance
Allow seamless self-rostering, that supports
work/life balance and satisfies staff
Quicker time to care, and continuity of care
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Autoscheduling
& Forecasting
With the click of a button, an optimised, fair, compliant and best-staffed
roster can be created, allowing auto-scheduling months in advance.
Rotageek truly optimises rosters by creating and assigning shifts in
tandem, generating millions of combinations of rotas to then find the one
that puts the right people in the right roles, across skills, departments
and wards. Use anything from patient data to recent trends to accurately
predict staffing levels, and promote skills development.

Improve staffing to demand alignment by up to 25%
Better operational intelligence, helping to predict
problems before they occur
Perfectly aligned with the Working Time Directive
and the NHS 2018 contract
Seamless skills development for junior doctors
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Mobile application
A powerful tool right in your people’s pockets. The pioneering Rotageek iOS and
Android mobile app empowers your staff, allowing them to view their rota in realtime, request leave and even swap shifts. With a straightforward, easy-to-use design,
they can submit their availability and preferences in advance, allowing for seamless
self-rostering that supports better work/life balance.

Support your staff with a suite of simple self-service features
Help your people plan, by offering their optimised rota in a
easily accessible interface
Give them control, with convenient self-rostering capabilities
that lets them choose when they can work
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Absence Management
Go beyond paper forms and outdated systems by digitising leave, giving you a perfect
snapshot of this important entitlement. With Rotageek you can track all types of
leave – annual, sickness, compassion or whatever you want to configure. Connect it
to your ESR interfaces to automatically send absence data, increasing accuracy.

Remove duplicate processes by automatically updating approved
leave on the rota
Manage the number of different teams off at once, with a
central view
Easily record and manage sickness, while finding cover in a
few clicks
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Timesheets
Simplify how you track time spent against time scheduled across all your
departments, wards and staff, using Rotageek’s timesheets. Ensure accuracy of overtime, monitor over-work and fatigue, while ditching manual forms to provide finalised
timesheets that can be directly delivered into ESR.

Replace time-consuming manual processes with digital
timesheets, available at a click
Eliminate errors by digitising your timesheets and feeding those
directly into ESR and payroll solutions
Avoid non-compliance, by accurately reflecting hours and
shifts worked
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Communications
Move away from emails or unsecure instant messaging platforms with Rotageek’s
smart and secure communications capabilities. Broadcast an important
announcement or just send a message to a small cohort of staff straight from the
platform, with push notifications to their personal device.

Instantly communicate with teams or departments, to convey
critical announcements at scale
Send targeted messages to a few staff members at a time
Move away from unsecure messaging platforms to a secure,
integrated communications solution
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Compliance
Built with the rules in mind, Rotageek is configured to respect the European Working
Time Directive and the NHS 2018 Contract, to name just two. You can also add your
own organisational rules, to ensure compliant schedules that are flexible and fair, and see
real-time violations reported on the schedule, as you make manual changes to the rota.
With an extensive audit trail available on each shift and task, it’s easy to track any
changes made. Plus you’ve got transparency on everything from automated timesheets
to forecasted spend, with optimised, built in reporting.

Deliver rotas before the deadline, to avoid penalties and fines
Ensure safe working practices, with the regulations always in check
Mitigate risk by forecasting potential problems and ensuring
optimised staffing levels, based on contracted hours
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Intelligent interoperability
Unlike other workforce management solutions on the market, we believe in interoperability and connected systems
that deliver best-in-class patient and professional care.
Connect Rotageek with critical systems like ESR or use data from HES to support more intelligent, optimised
rosters that keep both standard rule sets and your own preferences in mind.
Rotageek also has the UK’s only live integration with a bank system, Locum’s Nest. Identify vacant shifts in the
rostering system and automatically fill them from the bank.

Appointment booking

Messaging

HCM

Payroll

HES

Task Management

Agency Staffing

Transactions

BI

Footfall

ESR

Bank Management
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All the benefits
Put patients first

Save on costs

Keep it compliant

Our rostering solution makes sure you’ve got

Reduce your reliance on pricey bank or agency

Ensure safe working practices, deliver rotas on

the right roles and skills not just to meet patient

staff by using Rotageek’s powerful optimisation

time and mitigate risk, avoiding penalties and

demand, but to improve service standards and

engine, ensuring coverage with your existing

fines.

quality of care.

in-house staff.

Satisfy your staff

Support skills development

Easy exception handling

Promote the well being of your healthcare

Give your junior doctors the chance to focus on

Make changes with ease, all in real time with

professionals by giving them optimised shifts that

specialities, or switch between them to support

changes automatically broadcast to your staff.

are geared towards performance, while managing

their personal development plans.

fatigue.
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Trusted
leading healthcare
organisations
We’re the partner of choice, not just in healthcare, but for some of the largest brands
in the world.
Trusted by businesses and organisations, we believe in providing best-in-class
technology, that supports you in keeping your staff and your patients safe and sound.
Fully GDPR-compliant, and ISO 27001 and ISO 9001 certified, you can entrust
your precious patient and professional data with us.

“Providing for our patients is our number one priority. Rotageek
helps us to do this, plus give our team better access to manage
their rota and reduce the effort in maintaining them, while
making the most efficient use of our resources.”
Debbie Beck,

Explore our case studies

Project Manager, Ashford and St Peter’s Hospitals NHS Trust
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Welcome
to the future of
healthcare rostering

Get in touch with us at:

hello@rotageek.com
+44 207 117 2973
Rotageek HQ
71-75 Shelton Street, London, WC2H 9JQ

Book a demo

